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Granting that child hood playhood, how do we

adults generally react to this fact? We ignore
it, we forget all about it--because play,Ao us,
is a waste of time. Hence we erect a large ...
school with many rooms and expensive apparatus
for teaching; but more often than not, all.we
after to the play instinct is a small concrete
space.

S
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FOREWORD

'Although schools and communities share many of the
same kinds of educational 'problems and needs, they
too often fail to share information about how to
meet these needs and solve these problems. If a

successful approach to a set of needs or the solu-
tion to a problem in ong community is thoroughly
documented, it may serve 'as a model for adoption

or adaptation elsewhere. Thus, communication about
promising practices is at least as important as

their development.

To promote such - communication, the Oregon' Depart-
ment of Education is involving school personnel'
throughout the state in the identification of in-

structional jor management techniques they believe

to be innovative, effective, and transportable.
Brief descriptions of these techniques, or programs,

are compiled in a catalog of Promising Practices in

Oregon Education. Districts whose innovative pracr
tices are described in the,catalog have agreed to
share more detailed information about their proce-
dures with those who request it, and in many cases
the Department will encourage and even underwrite
the development of published guides designed to
give practical step-by-step directions to potential

adopters.

Teacher Made Games documents a promising practice
in Oregon schools--the-classroom use okgames. It

describes educational games used in several differ-
ent school districts to help students practice read-
ing and math skills.

Your cofiments and suggestions will help us to im-

prove future editions of this collection. An

evaluation form is included for your convenience.

Verne A. Duncan
'Superintendent of
Public Instruction
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,Teacher Made Games

YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTAN-! After you read and elr'aiOne this publication, please

forward your comments to the publications staff ofthe Oregon Department of

Education. Call us at 378-4776 or, use this esponse form.
4

PLEASE RESPOND so that your views can be considered as we plan future publica-

tions. Simply cut out the form, fold and mail it back to us. We want to hear

from you!

Did you read this publication? Did you find the Content to be stated
clearly and accurately?

Completely
More than half Always yes

Less than half In general, yes

'Just skimmed In general, no
Always no

Does this publication fulfill its Other

purpose as stated in the preface

or introduction?,

Completely
Partly
Not at all

I

Did you find this publication
useful in your work?

Often,

Sometimes
Seldom
Never

What type of work do you do?

Classroom teacher
Consultant to classroom teachers
School administrator
Other

Would you recommend this publication

to a colleague?

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with reservations

No

Other

\
Were the contents presented in a conven-

t lent format?

Very easy to use
Fairly easy
Fairly difficult,
Very difficult
Other

a

Did you find this publication to be free
of discrimination or biased content to-
wards racial, ethnic, cultural and
religious groups, or in terms of-sex

stereotyping?.

4

Yes, withdut reservation
Yes, with reservations
No

Other

What is your impression of the overall
appearance of the publication (graphic

art, style, type, etc.)?

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

When this publication
-
is revised, what changes would you like to see made?

a

Additional comments. (Attach a sheet if you wish.)

7
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INTRODUCTION

Te

Games can help engage students in repetitive class-

room exercises.

Thougkk-they have long occupied our leisure hours, in
the classroom games have not general)y been popular

ur it the early 1960s. Since, both varieties and

uses of games have markedly increased.

Teacher -Made Games seeks to share some games teach-
lOrs are using for drills in reading and arithmetic.
It is not a comprehensive index; rather, it is a
sampling of what is available in the schools and on

the commercial market'.

A Definition

dr

One definition of a game is "any contest (play)
among advertaries (players) who operate with certain
co9straints (rules) to attain a predetermined objet -

tive (winning)."1 Educational games are those which
help players reach desired educational goals. Such

games fall into three groups: 1) instructional --

those presenting knowledge or information;
2) :q.milation--those using role-playing to operate a

mode process representing reality; and 3) ?rill--
those,requiring players to repeat an exercise.

Research and Games

;,Many, educators stilt question the effectiveness of

. games as a classroom teaching technique. Tradi-

tional reasoning holds that learning is the work of
students; if students are playing games they are'hot
working and, therefore, not learning. But tradi-

tional reasoning does nottake into account results
of current research on the learning process and the
role of games as a motivational technique. Learning

does not have to be drudgery. According to some
1

1

N\

See .Dwayne C. Poll, "Gaming in the Language Arts,"
Elementary English, L, 4, (April 1973), 535 ff.

9
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theoreticians, play is a primary mechanism by which.
children learn about their world.e

Jean Piaget, Professor of Psychology at the.Univer-
sity of Geneva, suggests play is necessary- for-a
child's matura0on. He believes games and similar
.play activities affect the intellectual development
of the child. According to his classification
system, the child experiences three types of games:
3) practice, games, essentially sensory motor exer-
cises of the very young; 2) symbolic games, make-

'believe activities; and 3) games with rules, emerg-
ing oC ages 4 to 7.3 Games with rules are charac-
teristic of .the socialized being and represent a
child'G effort to imitate a social environment which
operates by a certain code of behavior.'

In' addition to.the theoretical justifiCation for the
use of games, experimental evidence also supports
their use.

The Academic Games program at the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Center for' Social Organization of Schools
has comniled'a considerable body of literature on
the validity of games,as instructional tools. In
one study by, the program, the investigators concluded
that students showed a marked increase in favorable
responses when they used giant steps, an original
language - development game designed to ,:each the use
of synonymous verbs.4 Another research effort using
the commercially available mathematics game,
Equations, revealed that the game produced "greater
learning of math skills 'than a traditionally taught

For example, see Brian Sutton-Smith, "The Role of ,

Play in Cognitive Development" in Robin Herron and
Brian Sutton-Smith, eds. Child's Play (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19/1), pp. 252-260;
also see'Bruno Bettleheim, "What Children Learn
from Play," Parents Magazine (My 1964), 48 ff.

3
Jean Piaget, Play, Dreams and Imitation in Child-
hood (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, )962),
pp. 110-113. mi.

4
Doris R. Entwisle and others, Giant Steps: A Game

to Enhance Semantic Development of Verbs
(Baltimore: Center for Social Organization of
Schools, the Johns Hopkins University, 1970).
ED 042 595.
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unit."5 Overall, the program's studies suggest that
games "produce superior student performance on those
specific skills that the students must use in play-
ta§ the fames."6

In some studies', this finding is generalized to Iv-
lated skills.7 Other studies suggest that games are
-no more effective than other teaching methods.8 But

even reports not recognizing classroom games as a
"superior" teaching method acknowledge their motiva-
tional capabilities and student preference for games

over other classroom activities.9

Rationale

k
National test scores indicate that student perform-
ance may be declining in certain basic skill areas
such asreading and mathematics. Teachers frequently
point out that these skills traditionally were

i these instructional approaches.
learned by memoltion or repetitive "drill." Stu-

dents today res

In discussing this problem with Oregon educators, the
Department of Education found that many teachers adyo-

. cated using "games" as a challenging and interesting

medium-for repetitive instruction. It was also found

that some Oregon teachers had become highly creative
in the design and use of such games, and that other
teachers throughout the state could easily duplicate
the materials to play them. The need for a document'

describing some the most innovative of these games
became apparent and is why this b66k was:prepared.

5Samuel A. Livingston, The Academic Games & Program:

A Summary of Research Results, 1967-72.
(Baltimore: Center Tor Social Organization of
Schools, the Johns Hopkins University, 1972),'

p. 3. ED 072 393.

6James S. Coleman, "The Hopkins Games Program: Con-
clusions from Seven Years of Research" in Educa-
tional Researcher (August 1973), p. 6.

7lbid.

8Albert H. Fink and others, The Effects of Games on
Motivational Aspects of Teacher-Pupil Interaction,
Final Report 20.3 (Bloomington, IN: Center for
Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped, Indiana
University, 1971), p. 79. ED 068 078.

9Ibid., p. 84.
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Games in Oregon

Following the,national trend, classroom gales in .

Oregon havd'increased in popularity; The develop-
ment of resource centers and laboratories fnr read-
ing 'and mathematics encouraged the use of gameS and
manipulative materials, such as dominoes, wojoden
blocks and abacuses, to supplement the classroom
routine. -Three centers which collect and make games
available to the teachers in their districts are the
Eugene Math Center for the Eugene" Schools, the
Corvallis Math Resource Center for the Corvallis
Schools, and the District Resource Center for the
Salem Schools. The Salem Center includes mathemat-
ics and reading games in its collection and enlists
volunteers to reproduce the materials forqeachers.

Two other groups are promoting'classroom games in
the state. Schools of education and individuals who
recognize-the value of games, in the classroom are
conducting teacher workshops on the development and
Use of classroodgames. Meanwhile the Oregon Coun-
cil of Teachers of Mathematics is giving impetus to
games through its mdnthly pub.kication, the Math
Enthusiast. Each issue features suggestions for
games-and similar activities submitted by teachers
from around the state.

Data Collection

To collect the games for this guide, the Department
of Education enlisted the aid of individuals and
organizations, among them the Oregon Association of
Classroom Teachers and the three resource centers
mentioned above. The entries for this guide were
assembled from information forms and visits to the
resource centers.

To be included each game had to: 1) focus on read-
ing or mathematics; 2) be drill-oriented (as °Nosed
to a simulation activity); 3) be noncommercial,
teacher-made or adapted by a teacher for clasroom

----use;--and-4)-beAransportable-imaterial-s-for-making-
the game are readily available to anyone who wants/
to try it).

Emphasis'was also given to evidence of the games'
,

effectiveness. It soon became apparent, howe-ver,
;hat little or no evaluation of drill-oriented
classroom games is being conducted by teachers;
Many teachers use these games in conjunction with
weekly or daily tests; but wherever this occurs, the

12
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sample is small and the procedures informal. For

this collection effort, the evaluation rests with
the teaefiers' assurance that the student response

to the game was favorable

'Results oF the questionnaire also revealed that
gaming in reading and mathematics occurs primarily
from kindergarten through grade six; therefore,
thoqqh no restrictions were placed on the level of
entries during-data collection, most of the games

are suited for.the primary and intermediate grades.

Games inventoried here, however, can also be used.at
the junior and senior high school level by altering
their content slightly.

Ih addition to t're criteria used during collection,

a few other characteristics appear to contribute to

the success and usefulness of an educationally sound
drill-oriented game. Teachers may, for example,
wish to consider some of the following thoughts when
selecting a gaming activity for their students:

Skit Mastery and Risk - -An element of risk can

raise interest level in a game. Chance can be

added by including Bonus and penalty spaces on
board games:. Yet, risks of the game should not
become so great that certain skills become unim-

'portant. For example, student success in a -

multiplication game should be determined mainly
by ability to multiply numbers.

Physical InVolvement of Players--Student physical

involvement in a game is important for maintain-

ing interest. Most games in this guide require
players to move markers, spin spinners or handle -

cards. One even suggests that players move their
whole body from place to place as they progress
through the game.

Quiet - -While the noise level during a game may
not affect, players' learning, it may impair the
_learning of those students engaged in other

__tasks. _Man.LentrieS" in Games-can be played
without extreje noise 065, as-those-requiring
dice, can be played wit 4 reduced noise using

techniques suggested undec "Game Materials'' (see '

page 6):

Simple PulesGame rules should be simple enough
to learn quickly; yet tney should not be so
simple that the game cannot hold a player's

interest.

5
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Relative - -Use of a game should be integrated with

the study of a subject. The game should relate
to the subject, not just be something to take up
spare minutes.

Self - correcting - -By design self-correcting games,

provide the right-answer when a student answers
incorrectly, thus eliminating the need for the
teacher or a tutor to supervise the players.
(Not all games can be self-correcting, and at
times teacher involvement in the game-playing
process is desirable.)

Competition

While the games in this volume include a competitive
factor which allows one person to "win" and all
others to "lose," most of them can be played for the
fun of the activity alone. To remove the competi-
tive factor, simply change the rules. It should be
possible for each player to encourage the others to
finish the game for the pleasant experience of
accomplishment.

Game Materials

A number of ideas for game materials which teachers-
may want to use when making or adapting a game for
classroom use are included in the suggestions given
below. Success of the game is not sure, but such
suggestions may make the game easier to store, more
flexible for players of different abilities Or more
suitable for classroom use. (Consult the bibliog-
raphy herein for other recommendations and examples.)

Number Cubes- -When a game cats for dice or
number cubes, make them out of foam rubber. In a
busy classroom, foam cubes are quieter and less
distracting to students not participating in the
game. Foam can be cut to any size, and teachers
can apply their own designs with felt markers.

Spinners--An alternative to the traditional
spinner with a dial and a needle is the type used
by the -Eugene Math Center. Cut the spinner dial
from tagboard in the shape of a pentagon or
hexagon depend g on the number of ,divisions
required. Inser ort dowel in the middle of
the dial so the spinner resembles a top. When
spun, the spinner always landsion one side of the
polygon and eliminates confu$An.

14
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Game Boards--To save space, game boards can be

, "drawn on a piece of standard typing paper and
then used as a master to make copies forpther
teachers or mounted on railroad board or mason-
ite. A path of about 40 spaces can be squee/ed
onto one sheet-of paper by using a concentric
maze pattern. Cover the paper or the board
surface with clear vinyl to extend the life of
the game.

.Flexible Game Boards--For games using larger
boards, print the numbers or instructions on
small cards and insert them in slits in each

space. Use the board for more than one game or
raise the level of difficulty for the advanced
players by changing the cards. Number the backs
of the cards to keep them in order and note the
name of the game on each one.

_InstructionsKeep the instructiliris with the game
by attaching them to:thg/front of the game board.
Directions.attached to /he bottom side of a
playing board are difficult to read once the game
begins and players' markers are in place.

To make the items listed here or others, select safe
and nontoxic materials. Paint or other colored
substances applied to game boards or dice should be
labeled "nontoxic" or "lead free." Place-markers and
spinners, especially the "top" spinner, should not

have sharp points. Though few games require wooden
parts, be sure that wooden games are free from

splinters. Vinyl-coated playing cards an game

boards are easy to clean.

Content of the Book

The games which follow are organized first by sub-
jectreading or mathematics--and then grouped
according to the similarity of their format.. Thus
all the reading games are in the first section and
the mathematics games in the second. Card games for
mathematics are in one group and those using a "road
race" format are in another. GaMes with a unikile

format are located at the end of each topic section.

Each entry proviaes the title and recommended number
of players as given by the person who submitted it.
Materials for ,constructing the game/are given along

with instructions. 5.1ggestions for materials men-

tioned above are repeated in many cases. The_pro-
cedures for playing each game follow as closely as

15
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possible those submitted with the game.`' Occasion-
. ally rules were rewritten for clarity, hopefully

without violating the integrity of the game or its
objective. Variations suggest other ways of playing
the game, or techniques for maintaining player
interest or altering the level,of difficulty. The
last item for each entry provides the name of the
person or center submitting the game.,

The Bibliography lists additional readings on the
use and value of games and includes resource guides
which describe games and similar activities for the
teacher. ERIC numbers are noted fOr those documents
available on microfiche. Prices and publishers'
addresses. are given to assist acquis,ition should the

\ reader wish to do so. i

i
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RACE GAMES

a .

Each game in this section uses a ga board with aini

starting point, a finish point and-a series of steps

N. in between. Players race along a track or-path from
start to finish, reading words to determine how far

and how; fast they move.
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Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

Variations

Submitted by

BIG EGG GAME

To teach short "e" sound

1-3

2-4

Game board with a path of 80-90 spaces; in each
space a word using the short "e" sound is written
(e.g., hen, nest, well, jet, egg, west, get, den,
tell, ever, better). Each word should be used in

at least two spaces.

Number cube or spinner.

Place-marker for each player.

Paper and Pencil for each player.

Set of 30 "Special Instructions" cards. Each card

is a direction for the player (e.g., "Miss-One
Turn," "Move Ahead One Space," "Move Back to Word
Beginning with Letter 'W'").

Each player rolls the cube and moves his marker to

the appropriate space. The player pronounces the

word and writes it on his paper. Irthe player has
the same word written twice on his paper, he may

move ahead six places. If the player rolls a 3 or a

6 he must take one of the Special Instructioncards
and do what it says.

First player to the finish is the winner.

Substitute words using other sounds. This game is

similar to other "Road Race" games. The use of the

Special Instruction cards adds an element of chatice.

Genevee Terbell
District Resource Center
Salem School District
Salem, Oregon

19
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

--)

FIND THE DIAMOND MINE

To teach the long "i" sound

1-3

2-4

A game board on which'is drawn four separate paths,1
each one beginning from the same square in the
middle of the board. This square is labeled "Start."
At the end of each path is another space ip which
one of four, corner cards is inserted.

Four "corner" cards, one of which says "Diamond

Mine.

A large spinner divided into twenty wedges of equal

size. On each wedge print a word which contains the
long "i" sound (e.g., bride, kite, price, night,
stripe, tire, white, spy). Put a number from 1 to 4

in each wedge as well.

Place-markers fob each player.

4

FIND THE DIAMOND MINE

I i Cry Kite

20
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Procedure

Variations

SubmitIld by

To begin the game, the four corner cards are shuffled
face down. One card is placed at the end ofeach
path.

To begin the game, each'player places his marker in
the center square labeled "Start." The first player
spins the spinner and reads the word indicated when
it stops. If he can read the word, he can move-the
number of spaces shown in the wedge, moving his
marker along any one of the four:paths. If the
player cannot read the word, play passes to the next
person. When a player 'gets to the end of a path, he
turns over the corner card. If it says "Diamond
Mine," he wins; if it is blank, the player goes back
to start and begjns a different path.

The words on the spinner can be replaced by other
sounds or arithmetic problems:

Elizabeth Kurtz
Adams Elementary School
Eugene, Oregon

21
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

HOP THE ROCKS TO THE MONSTER'S POND

To practice reading short "o" sound

1-3

2-4

About 30 larg cutouts (at least 12" x 12") in the
shape of rocks. se construction paper or news-
print if the game w not Often be reused. On

each cutout print a wo using the short "o" sound
(e.g., cot, fog, gob, knot, rop, wobble).

Foam number cube for each player numbered 1-6.

Larger cutout to represent the monster's pond.

Lay the cutout rocks in a path around the playing
area with the monster's pond at the end.

To keep the cutouts reasonably clean, players can
remove their shoes.

22
17
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Procedure

(Cont.)

Submitted by

In turn, each player rolls a cube and walks the
number of spaces (cutouts) indicated. If the
player can read the word on which he lands, he may
remain there. If not, he returns to his previou
position. The first person to the monster's pond
is the winner.

Note: This is a larger version of the typical
"Road Race" board game. It requires more space
but ha, the advantage of involving the player's
whole body in moving from one word to another.

Elizabeth Kurtz
Adams Elementary School
Eugene, Oregon

23
18
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.Objective

Level

Players

*

LADY BUG

To teach use of vowels

1-3

2-4

Materials
,

A game board with a path of 20 spaces. In each
space is written a three letter word with the
middle vowel missing (e.g., m_t, d_t, n_t, g n,
c r)

Spinner or number cube.

Place-markers for each player.

Procedure First pl er rolls the number cube, calls out a
vowel and ves his place-marker the number of
spaces or ords indicated on the cube. The player
must read each word as he passes, substituting the
vowel he named. The marker is placed on the last
word read correctly.

N
First player to reach "Home" is the winner.

*,

See illustration, next page.

Variations See other board games.

Submitted by Genevee Terbell
District Resource Center
Salem School District
Salem, nregon

4-

I

24 7.
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Objective

Level

yers

Material/

. .

Procedure

, .

Variations

...--:

FOLYCON SPirir

To practice identifying shapes

1-6

2-4
.

Game board with a path of different shEoes such as
triangles, squares,-hexagons, ellipses. --

Spinner divided into wedges. A word fcr the
shapes which appear on the playing board should be
entered in each wedge.

.

Place-marker for each player.

In turn, each player turns the ,spinner and moves
his placemarker to the nearestlhape indicated.
First player to reach the finish is the winner.

The level of this game can-be adjusted by the
kinds of polygons and other shapes used on the

playing board.

21



Variations
(Cont.)

Submitted by

Instead of shapes, the game can De adapted to
practice color identification by using words for
different colors on the,spinner and corresponding
colored spaces on the playing board.

See "Ggometry Bingo."

Eugene Math Center
Dr. Wart.:Schaff-
Eugene School District
Eugene, Oregon
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Objective

Level.

Players.

Materials

4

11
ROAD RACE

To practice vowel and consonant sounds using Dolch
Sight Word List

1-6

2-4

A game board with a path of approximately 32
squares on tagboard or railroad board. In 27 of
the squares should be a word from the Dolch Sight
Word List or other word list. In the remaining
five squares insert a free space, penalty squares
(e.g., "Go to Stait") and spaces for "Stak" and
"Finish."

The game board can be enlivened with cartoon draw-
ings of people and animals.

Spinner.

Place-marker for each player.

ASK BY FLY', GIVE

1

fa

,e0 ,/

J
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Procedure,

Variations

Submitted, by

Each player spins the spinner to determine the
number of spaces he may move. The player must
then read the word in the space to which he will

.r,move his marker. If-unable to read the word, he
4tloses his turn and play passes to the next student
on the left. If the space is a free space or
penalty square, the player obeys the instructions
printed there.

1) Substitute arithmetic problems to be answered
before the student advances. Also, you,can have
the player read each word as he moves.

2) A variation of the format for thiS activity is
a game called "Sentence Part:" which uses question
cards instead of number cubes to determine the
movement of players during the game. Each,card
presents. a sentence and asks the player to identify
a particular part of it (e.g., subject, verb,
'object). A correct response allows the player to
advance one space. Answers to questions can be
put on the reverse side of each card to make the
game self-coreecting. First player to reach the
finish wins.*

Manzanita Project
A Systems Approach to Individualized Instruction
Josephine County Schools
Grants Pass, Oregon.

*Linda Milne
Harbor Lights Junior High School
Bandon, Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

Variations

Submitted by

SIGN GAME

To practice sign recognition

1-:2

2-4

V

Game board with about 48 spaces in a path. A

replica of a sign is drawn in each space (e.g.,

For Sale, Play Ground, WAIT--a traffic light,

EXIT).

Spinner or'' number cube.

Place-marker for each player.

First player rolls the number cube and moves the

number of spaces indicated. The player reads the

sign on which his marker lands. If the player

cannoCread the sign, his marker is returned to

its original space,

Play continues in turn until a player reaches the

last square marked Finish.

See illustrations on next page.

Players can be required to read.each sign passed.

Instead of lettered signs, draw in the new inter-

national graphic symbols now being used on high-

ways, in airports and'other paublic places.

Genevee Terbell
District Resource Center
Salem School District
Salem, Oregon

30
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

Variations

Submitted by

SOUNDO

4
To practice identjfying short vowels

1-3

2-4

Game board with a path of about 34 spaces. In _

addition to the start and finish spaces,-a word
using a short vowel should be printed in each
space (e.g:, red, can, puppy, lid).

Place-marker for each player.

Foam number cube, numbered 1-6.

In turn, each player rolls. the cube and moves the

number of spaces indicated. The player must then
spell the word in the space, say the word and
identify the short vowel. If the response is
incorrect, the player returns to the previous
space. First-player to reach the end is the

winner.

See Hop the Rocks to the Monster's Pund.

Add an element of risk to the game by including'
penalty and bonus spaces such as "Go Back to Box"

or "Move Ahead to Win." Pictures, representing

each word can also be included in each space.

The game board can be drawn on a piece of 8 1/2" x
11" by laying out a concentric path. If needed

this can be mounted on a piece of tagboard or used
as a master from which to make duplicates. The

smaller playing board also makes the game easier

to store. See Lady Bug.

District Resource Center
Genevee Terbell
Salem School District
Salem, Oregon

32
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

TRAVEL

To teach spelling

4-t)

41.

5 players; 1 reader

GaMe board With a path of spaces (number can
vary). A number from 1-15, which corresponds to a
numbered list of spelling words, appears in each
space.

Spinner r number cube.

Place-mar er for each player.

List of 15 numbered spelling words.

The first player rolls the number cube and moves
his plz.ce-marker the number of spaces indicated.
The reader reads the word from the spelling list
which,corresponds to the number in the space where

the player landed.

29
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Procedure
(Cont.)

{Submitted by

.

If the player spells the word.correctly, his
,marker remains on the space. If not, he must
return to the space where he began his move. ,

First player to reach the end of the path wins.

Donna L. Embree
Franc s Willard Elementary School
Eugen , Oregon

e
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CHECKERBOARD GAMES

Thcgames in this section use a game board which
has been marked off into squares similar to a
checkerboard. The number of squares varies with
the game.

35

go,

I
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

Variations

,
Submitted by

CHECkERS

,

, Topractice vowel and consonant sounds using Dolch
Sight Word List

1-6

2

Checkerboard on 8 1/2")( 11" paper or tag board.

Checkers.

Checkerboard should have dark squares and-light
squares, wit1 words from the Dolch Sight'Word
List or other word lists in each light square.

Students play the game as they would checkers
except that before a player can move to a square
or jump an opponent's checker, he must say the
word of the square to which he is moving. If he

does not know the word, the player canpotlnove and
must wait until the next turn.

Level of use will be determined by the difficulty
of the words used in the squares. Substitute
arithmetic problems for vocabulary words.

Manzanita Project
A Systems Approach to Individualized Instruction
Josephine County Schools
Grants Pass, Oregon

36
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

PrOcedure

COMPOUND BINGO

To teach compound words

2-4

2-4 -

r---

A game board for each player made of tagboard.
Each board is divided into 20 three-inch squares.

Forty three-inch square cards, each with a com-
pound-word such as "teakettle,". "toothbrush,"
"flashlight,' "scarecrow." On the reverse side of
each card the compound word is divided into its 1

components.

The word card3 are shuffled.and placed so all
players'can see them. In turn, each player reads

the top word card. If the player can read the
w9rd correctly, it is placed en his playing board.
If he cannot read the word, play passes to the
next person.. First person to fill all of the
squares on his board is the winner.

35
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Variations A second war,to play Compound Bingo is to have

1

each player r ad the word and divide it into its
two parts. Wen this is done successfully, the
'player can pu the word on his board. This
version is self-correcting because the back of
each cara has the proper answer. If a p)ayer --

cannot identify the two parts of the wolf, thr
answer is on the reverse side of the card

Submitted by Elizabeth Kurtz
Adams Elemebtary School
Eugene Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

'Materials

I.

PLAY IN THE HAY 4/

To teach the long "a sound

1-2

4

,

N

Game boafd made of taaboard with path of about 21
squares. Each square has a different word which
uses the "ay" sound (e.g., bay, clay, day, sway,
awayor pray).

Spinner or number cube.

Place-marker for each player.

Procedure/2 Beginning player throws the number cube and moves
the number of spaces indicated. He must read each
word in each space along the way. If he misses a
word, the player stops on that space. First
player to reach the "Finish" is the winner.

Variations

- -

Submitted by

1) The players can spell the words out as they
move.

2) This game is similar to ::oad ::ace used by he

Manzanita Project. (See page 23.) An element of
chance can be added by including spaces for free
moves and penalties. Arithmetic problems can be
substituted for-wards.

Elizabeth Kurtz
Adams Elementary School
Eugene, Oregon

39
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GAMES WITH OTHER FORMATS

This section includes games with formats which
cannot be placed in the preceding categories.
"Fish," for example, does not use a checkerboard
format or a standard start to finish game board.

40
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

FISH

To teach spelling

4-6

-4-5

Fishing poles made of short pieces of dowl with
string and magnets attached as hooks.

Forty fish cut out of cardboard with a paper clip
attached to each one. A number is written on each
fish; the number corresponds to a word on a spell-
ing list of twenty words.

41



Procedure

Submitted by-

/

The fish are placed on a table face down. In turn,
each player catches a fish with the magnetic hook.
He must the spell the word indicated by the number/
on the fish. If he spells' the word correctly, he
keeps the fish.--

One or more-fish for each. cast is acceptable, but
the player must spell every word indicated.

The player with the most fish wink the game.

Donna L. Embree
Frances Willard, Elementary School
Eugene, Oregon

42
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials-

Procedure

WORD CONCENTRATION

To practice identifying synonyms and antonyms

'' 4-5

2-4

Game board consisting of 20 sequentially numbered
envelopes, mounted in columns on tagboard.

Set of 20 word cards (ten pairs of synonyms or
antonyms).

Tie word cards are inserted in the envelop .face
,down. First player chooses two numbered lockets,
turns over the cards and reads each word. If they
match, the player receives one point; the cards are
left face up. If-the cards do not match, or ,if the
player cannot read the words, the cards are turned
over again'and play passes to the next person.

Players continue in turn until all cards are face
up and matching. Player with the most points wins
the game.

43



Variations

Submitted by

Words and their definitions can be used in place of
the synonym pairs.

Donna L. Embree
Frances Willard Elementary School
Eugene, Oregon

Ilk
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RACE GAMES

Each game in this section uses a game board with a
starting point, a finish point and a series of
steps in between., Players race from start to
finish solving problems to determine how far and
how fast they move. ii

47



Objective

Level

Players

Materials

c

FRACTION RALLY

To practice reducing fractions to lowest terms

4-6

2-4

'

A game board with four parallel tracks and an equal

number of spacesin each one. The first space in
each track is marked "Start" and the last space is

"Finish." A fraction is written in each space.
Follow the same pattern of fractions for each
track, but start the pattern at different points on

each track. Select a fraction at about the quarter'
point and follow the same order for the second

track. Start the third track at the half-way point
of track one; begin the fourth track at the three-
quarter point of the fraction sequence. It helps

to use a different color for each track. Some of

the fractions are reduced to their lowest terms,
some are not. Be sure to have at least one reduced
fraction in any six consecutive spaces.

Cube numbered 1-6.

2A

1
yio ,4

38 3/2

7

6

r10

Y12

r15

1Cy12

FRACTION
RALLY

,34" X ,%(

X u7,2 ;11r )1/2r

Ax
46
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Materials
(Cont.)

Procedure

Variations

submitted by

Place-marker for each player.

A list of fractions used in the game d their
lowest terms (this helps to avoid argu nts).

First player rolls the number cube. Without moving
his place-marker he must decide where he wo ld land
if he moved the number of spaces indicated a if
the fraction in that space is in lowest terms. If
it is, he may move to that space. If the fract on
is not in lowest terms, the playev cannot move o
that turn.

Play continues until a player lands exactly on the
"Finish."

Player loses his next turn if he starts to move
when he will not land on a reduced fraction.

This game can be varied by asking each player to
call out the reduced form of each fraction passed
on the wayto a new space. If he makes an error,
he must go back to where he started and loses the
move for that turn.

Kathy Reed

Rockwood Elementary School
Portland, Oregon

Note: This game is an adaptation of Prime nrag by
Creative Publications of Palo Alto, California.
Instead of fractions it uses prime numbers.

47
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

48

HOPSCOTCH

To practice multiplication

3-6

2-4

4

Game board with a hopscotch diagram on it. The

spaces in the diagram should be large enough to
hold a 3" x 5" card; each space should have slits
so the cards can be changed as needed.

Two foam number cubes. The sides should be num-
bered according to the multiplication process being
practiced. If the players are prpcticing multipli-
cation by 6 or 7, then one cube would have three
sides labeled 6 and three sides labeled 7. The

other cube can be numbered 1-6 or 4-9.

Set of ten cards, one for each space in the hop-
scotch diagram. Each card should be labeled with a
product obtained by multiplying one number from
each cube. For example, if the players are prac-
ticing multiplication by 6 and 7, and one cube is
labeled 4-9, then one card could be labeled 24,
another could read 28, another 36 and so on.

4.
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Procedure

Variations

Submitted by

Place the ten product cards in any order on the
playing board using the slits in each space to hoid
them.

In turn, each player rolls the number cubes and
multiplies the number indicated on the top of each
one and states the product. If it is in the first
square of the hopscotch diagram, he moves his
marker into that space and rolls the cubes again
for the next space. Play passes to the next person
when the product of the two cubes does not appear
in the appropriate space or when the player states
an incorrect product.

For example, the product given in the first space
-it 35. If the player rolls a7 and 5 and announces
that the product is 35; he may move.his marker into
that space and take another turn. If the player
incorrectly states the produce of 7 and 5, or if he
rolls any other combination not equal to 35, then
the player does not move his marker and play passes
to the next person.

This gameNs also known as Station Race.*

Instead of number cubds, cardS may be used with
problems or equations written on them such as
4 x 7 = ? or 6 + 5 = ?. A player then draws a
problem card, solves it and moves if the answer
appears in the appropriate space. This method .as
the advantage of expanding the number of problems
the players solve during the course of a game.

Kathy Reed
Rockwood Elementary School
Portland, Oregon

*Corvallis Math Resource Center
Bob Mittleider
Corvallis School District
Corvallis, Oregon

49
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Objective

Level
114

Players

Materials

Procedure

Variations

Submitted by

L AND AI GAME

To practice linear measurement

1-3

. 2-4
4

Game, board with a "track" of squares for players'

markers. In the Brea not used by the track, draw.
lines of various len4ths-, such as one inch, five

inches, etc. Label each line A, B, C, and so on.

Problem deck consisting of cards, each with a
different instruction or problem: "Move ahead as

many spaces as there are inches in Line B"; or
"Move backwards .as many spaces As there are 1/4
inch units in Line F."

A ruler and a place-marker for each player.

The first player draws the topcard from the prob-
lem deck,\answers the problem on the card and moves
the numberof spaces indicated. Fr the player
incorrectly, answers the problem, his marker remains
where it was before drawing and play passes to his

left. If the problem'calls for a move backward and
the player incorrectly answers, he must move his

.mar*er back twice the number of spaces actually
'required by the problem. The winner is the first
person to move his marker across the fJnish line.

'The game can be used for practice-in metric meas-
urement, or Adapted to other types of measurement
problems such as volume.

Kathy Reed
Rockwood Elementary School
Portland, Oregon

Sc
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Objective

Level

.' Players

Materials

Procedure.

TRACK VICE

To practice addition add division

3-6

2-4

A game board withla path of 20-40 spaces. For two
players use a cribbage board.

Place-marker for each player.
.

One set often ciids each, numbered 1-10, for each
player.

Shuffle the.Cards'and deal five to each 'player.
Place the remaining cards on the table to form the
draw pile. The first player puts a card from his
hand on the table. The p ayer to his left puts
down a card from his hand, ds the two together,
announces the sum and decides on a divisor for it.
The divisor should be less than the sum andshould
divide into the sum without a remainder. The size
of the divisor determines how far his marker is ad-

vanced on the game board.

3
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Variations.

Submitted by

For example, the first player put down a 3. The
second player put down a 5 and gave the sum of the
two as 8. He decided that a divisor of 8 which is
less than 8 and divides into 8 without a remainder

. is . He then moves his marker four spaces and
draws a card from the draw pile.

The next player then adds a card from his hand to
the one put down by the previous player, decides on
a divisor and moves accordingly. Play continues
until all cards are used. The inner is the player
whose marker is farthest along the track or whose
marker reaches the finish line first.

Draw a number in each space of the,track and use a
spinner to decide what the divisor will be. The
remainder determines how far the player can move
his marker. If there is no remainder, the player
remains where he is until the next turn.

Corvallis Math Resource Cent;r
Bob Mittleider
Corvallis School District
Corvallis, Oregon
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CARD GAMES

This section includes mathematical card games. Each-

one requires a set of number cards which the players

use to solve problems to win.

II k
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

i

ADDITION CONCENTRATION

To practice addition

1-3 ----

2-4 .

Deck of addend cards with two,cards for each numeral
0-9. .

Deck of sum cards numbered 1-18 in another color.

Place the addend cards for numerals 0-9 in four
stacks of five cards each face down. Place the sum
cards face down in one stack; turn the top sum card
over and place it next to the stack.

In turn, each player turns up any two addend cards

and computes their sum. If the two cards equal the
sum card, the player takes it, turns the addend
cards face down and continues playing by turning
over the next sum card. If the two addend cards do
not equal the sum, they are turned face down and
play, passes to the next person on the left.I

54
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Procedure
(Cont.)

Variations

Submitted by

i

Play continues until all sum cards are claimed.
The player with the most sum cards is the winner.

Adapt the game to practice identifying fraction'
equivalents. Make a deck of cards with fraction
equivalents on them (e.g., use 1/2 on one card, .5
on another, 50% on a third and 2/4 on a fourth).
Turn all cards face down. In turn, each player
gets to turn over two cards. Player with the most
cards at the end of the game is the winner.

See Equivalent Rummy.

Corvallis Math Resource Center
Bob Mittleider
Corvallis School District
Corvallis, Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

II

CRYPTO

To practice addition, subtraction, division and
multiplication

4-6

2-5

Deck of cards, numbered as follows: three cards

each for numerals 0-8; 9-13 haile two cards each;
and one card each for numerals-14-18. Cards can be

made of heavy paper or tagboard.

Deal eai player five cards. Turn up card from the

remaining ck. Players should not look at their10.0
hands until e card is trned up. All players try

to use each of the five cards in their hands along
with the four basic mathematical operations to make
a combination equal to the card turned face up.

The first player to use all five cards this way
yells "Crypto," and then explains his combination
to the other players. If the result is correct,
the player gets the sum of his five cards plus the
"up" card added to his score.

56
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Procedure
(Cont.)

Variations

Submitted by

Any player who thinks his hand is impossible may
call "Impossible" before someone else has called a
"Crypto." If the other players cannot make a

"Crypto" out of his hand within three minutes, the
player gets 50 points added to his score. If the
players can make a "Crypto" with the hand, the
player who called "Impossible" loses 50 points.

The first player to reach 150 points is the winner.

See Nimble Numbers.

Corvallis Math Resource Center
Bob Mittleider
Corvallis School Distridt
Corvallis, Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

EQUIVALENT RUMMY

To teach fraction equivalents

2-4

2-4

A deck of 88 cards with a fraction marked on each.
Each fraction is marked on four cards, each time in
a different form (e.g., 1/2, .5, 50/100, and 50%).

Deal five cards to each player. Remaining cards

are placed face down to form the draw pile. The

top card is turned over to form the discard pile.
Player to the left of the dealer begins by taking a
card either from the discard pile or from the draw
pile. He then discards one card so.that he has
five cards in his hand at all times. When he has

four cards showing equivalent fradtions, he lays
the set in front of him. Play continues until all

cards are used.

When a player lays down a set and discards, he will
have to draw five cards from the draw pile to keep

playing. -- \

,--,
$1% \

\ \, \
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Variations

Submitted by

,

See Addition Concentration.

Corvallis Math Resource Center
Bob Mittleider
Corvallis Schools
Corvallis, Oregon

1
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

MATH FAMILIES

To teach addition, subtraction and other number

relationships .

1-4

1-6

Deck of math cards. Each card has an addition or

subtraction' equation on it, with four such cards

making up a family. For example, the cards with
2+3=5, 3+2=5, 5-2=3, and 5-3=2 make up a family.
The number of sets or families can be varied as
well as the difficulty of operation.

Shuffle the cards and deal five cards to each

player. Remaining cards are placed face down in

the center. The first player asks any one of the

other players for a math card. If the player asked

has the requested card, he must give it up; if not,

the player must draw the top card from the remain-

ing deck. If this card is the one he requested,

the player gets another call. If not, play passes

to the next player.

65



Variations

Submitted by

When a player has a family, he lays it on the table
and keeps playing. Player with the most math
families wins.

See 1ultiplication Rurnmy.

Jessie A. Holsinger
Fort Vannoy Elementary School
Grants Pass, Oregon

61
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

NIMBLE NUMBERS

To practice addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division

3-6

4-6

.

Two sets of 19 cards numbered 0-18.

Deal one card to each player. From the'remaining
cards, draw two cards and place them face up in the
center of the playing area. Each player attempts
to,6Ut the card he is holding in a relationship
with the two "up" cards. The winner is the first

player to explain how the three numbers fit together.

For example, if the two cards turned up are 4-and
8, then two possible answers would be 2 (8:4=2)

and 12 (8+4=12).

kk
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Variations

Submitted by

This game can be adapted to use with an entire
class by expanding the number of cards in the deck.
Deal all of the cards out and choose two students
to begin the play. The winner of'each game begins
the next.

See Crjpto.

Georgana Harrison
Warrenton Elementary School
War'renton, Oregon

63
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CHECKERBOARD GAMES

Each game in this section uses a game board which
has been marked off into squares, similar to a

checkerboard. Foe some (-_.tivities, there are only

nine squares required for'the playing board; other

games call for many more.

w
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

o

;EONETRY 13271C;0

To practice identifying geometric shapes

1-3

3-10

Binjo cards divided into nine equal squares. Lach

square has a different geometric shape in a dif-
ferent color.

Place-markers for each player.

Call cards with colored geometric shapes.

One person acts as the caller. He draws a card and
calls out the color and the name of the geometric

shape. The players put a place marker over that
colored shape if it appears on their bingo card.
The first player to fill a 'row of squares horizon-
tally, vertically or diagonally wins.

65 .
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Variations

'Submitted by

If

Substitute fractions for Ihe geometric, shapes to
practice identifying numehcal fractions. Instead
pf having the caller say thg fraction, he can hold,
up a card with the irractton pictorially 'represented'

(e.g., a rectangle colored half red and half white
is 1/2 on the bingo card).

See Polygon Spin.

Corvallis Math Resource Center
Bob Mittleider
Corvallis Schoo -1 District

'Corvallis, Oregon
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Objective

MULTIFACTO

TO practice multiplication

Level

Players 2-6

Materials Game board with betweed 64 and 100 squares.

Set of numbered cards the same size as the squares

on the playing board. Each side of each card is

labeled with a number.

Procedure

L L

Deal each player ten number cards. Place the

remaining cards in a stack along side the playing

board. This is the draw deck.

The first player begins by placing a card on the

board in any. space. The next player must place a
card Next to the one previously played so that the
numbers, pi the adjoining sides are multiples of one
anotherf'For example, if the first player puts
down a card with the numbers 6 8, 42 and 21 on it,

the second player could place text to it a card

7
7-;

4
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1Procedure
(Cont.)

Submitted by

V

A

which includes the number 40. The adjoining sides
of the cards should be the ones labeled 8 and 40,
since 40 is a multiple of 8.

Cards may be contiguous on more than'one side.

When unable to use any of his cards, a player draws
from the draw deck until he can make a play. If no
cards remain in the reserve deck and a play cannot
be made, play passes to the next person. The game
ends when a player has used all the cards in his
hand or until no one can make a play.

Scoring for each play is as follows:

one edge joining = one point
two edges joining = three points
three edges joining = five
four edges joining (filling in a "hole") = ten
the first player to use all of his cards scores

a bonus of twenty points
players still holding cards deduct two points

for each card
...

Player with highest score is the winner.

Teachers may want to try the game a few times and
renumber some of the cards to make them compatible.

Eugene Math Center
-Dr. Oscar Schaff
Eugene School District
Eugene, Oregon

I.
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

ON AND OFF

To practice addition and subtraction

1-3

2

Two playing boards of 25 squares each./

Two sets of 25 space holders.

Two foam cubes with the numerals 1-6 plus an addi-
tion or subtraction sign for each one (e.g., one
cube would have 2, +5, 1, +3).

Each player rolls the number cubes and adds or
'subtracts space holders from his playing board as

directed. If a player rolls a +5 and a +3, then he
would add eight space holders to his board. If a

player rolls a +4 and a 5, he would remove one
space horlder. The winner is the first payer to
fill all 25 squares of his board.

6530
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Eugene Math Center
Dr. Oscar Schaff
Eugene School District

, Eugene, Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

THREE GUIZI!/T4

To practice addition and multiplication

3-6

2-6

A playing board divided into 100 squares.

A set of 100 cards numbered 0-9 (ten cards for each
numeral 0-9).

The procedure for playing this game is similar to
that of "Scrabble.; Instead of spelling words,

however, each player attempts to form number com-
binations which equal a multiple of three.

Deal five cards to each player. Place the remain-

ing cards face down to one side of the playing

board. This pile is the draw deck.

Using the cards in his hand, the first player
begins b placing one to three cards (which equal a
multiple of three) on the board in adjacent squares.

3

2 3 1 6 6 6

4 4 4

5
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Procedure
(Cont.)

Variations

Submitted by

The next player adds cards to one already on the
board to form another combination equal to a mul-
tiple of three. At the end of each turn, the
player replaces the cards he played by drawing from
the draw deck.

A line may not have more than five cards. During a
turn, a player may place his cards in one direction
only (horizontally or vertically) and only on
adjacent or contiguous squares.

Should a player form both a vertical and horizontal
line (two or more cards) in one turn, the sum of
both lines must be a multiple of three.

The score for each turn is the total of all lines
made in that play. The winner is the player with
the highest score when the game ends or the one who
reaches a predetermined number first. The game
ends when all of the cards in the draw deck are
gone.

(--
e

Vary the game by using multiples\of other than
three.

Darlene Mullin
McKinley Elementary School
Salem, Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

TIC TACTOE MIATION

To practice multiplication

3-6

2.or more

Paper and pencil for each player.

Chalkboard or overhead projector.

Each student draws a playing board with nine squares
arranged in three rows of three squares each. The(

students copy a list of numbers in the squares in 1
any order they wish from the chalkboard or overhe0
projector.

The game leader calls out sets of factors (also
from the list) and the students cross out the
product for each set if it appears on their board.

The Winner is the first one with three squares in a

row crossed out.

rY

79

9 32 57

14 36 60

18 42

21 45

25 50

30 55



Variations

Submitted by

Addition, subtraction and division problems can be
substituted formultiplitation. By writing words
in each square and reading definitions, this game
can be used for vocabulary drill as well.

Students will be able-to play this game without
teacher supervision if provided with a list of
factors and products or other such problems. A

written list eliminates disputes over the answers
provided-by the students.

Ellamae Lenox
Lebanon Junior High School
Lebanon, Oregon
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GAMES WITH OTHER FORMATS

This section includes games with formats which
cannot be placed in the preceding categories.
Spineroo, for example, does not use number cards or
a game board, relying instead on a spinner As the

major playing piece.

r,
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

MAKE A MILLION

To teach the concept of place value

T-3

2-4

Large dice cup.

Five foam cubes, each cube has a side labeled 1;
10; 100; 1,000; 10,000; 100,000.

In turn, each player rolls' the cubes fromCa.cup

onto the table. He records the total of the num-

bers on top of each cube. For example, 100,000 +

.1,000 + 1,000 + 1,000 + 1 would be written 103,001.
On his next turn, the player adds the total to the

previous one. Play passes around the table to the

left. First player to'reach or pass 1,000,000 wins

the game.

Teachers may want to make .a chart to assist the
beginning students with writing the numerals.

Chart to help students who need assistance in
writing the numerals:

22

Number of Thousands ,

l's

19w I
i

1
1,0001

___J

100's 10's l's

10

Recorded as 102,011.
The empty places show where to write O.
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Submitted by District Resource Center
Genevee Terbell
Salem School District
Salem, Oregon

Eugene Math Center
Dr. Oscar Schaff
Eugepe School District
Eugehe, Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

Procedure

To practice addition

1-3

2-4

Two number cubes. Each cube is numbered 0-4 with a

skull and crossbones on sixth side. This is the

poison side.

In tArn, each player rolls the cubes and re/cords

the total as the score. A player may conOnue
rolling and adding the numbers on the cube until a
poison.turns up. The total is recorded/and play
passes to the next person.

If both poison sides turn up, the p10er loses his
score and must begin again at O.

If a player feels "unlucky," he may stop his turn
and let play pass to the next person.

Players may set the score limit for the game.

78
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Variations

Submitted by

For more advanced students, one cube can be labeled
with numerals 5-9 in addition to the ski.., and
crossbones.

Eugene-Math Center
Dr. Oscar Schaff
Eugene School District
Eugene, Oregon

District Resource Center
Genevee Terbell
Salem School District
Salem, Oregon
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Objective

Level

Players

Materials

F-rocedure

Variations

Submitted by

SFINMOO

To practice addition,

1-2

2-4

Spinner with numbered wedges. The number of sections
will be determined by the level of the students
playing the game.'

Paper and pencil for scoring.

For each game, the players select a number on the
spinner and mark it with a clip or write -it on a
chalk board for all players to see. This number is
the first addend.

In turn, each player turns the spinner to determine
the second addend. He then adds this to the first
addend and announces the sum. If correct, the sum
is the player's score for that turn. If the player's
answer is not right, the correct sum is subtracted
from his score.

For example, at the beginning of the game the
players select 6 as the first addend. A player
turns the spinner. If it stops on 4, the player
would add,6 and 4 and state that the sum is 10.
The player's score for that turn is 10. If thee

player does not give the correct sum, then 10
subtracted from his score.

This game can be used with teams of students or the
players may also see how many correct sums they can
make in a given time limit.

Players can also use the game for subtraction and
multiplicatio- practice.

Corvallis Math Resource Center
Bob Mittleider
Corvallis School District
Corvallis, Oregon
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LIST OF GAMES BY LEVEL

Level 1

Addition Corcentration, 59
Big Egg Game, 13
Checkers, 33
Find the Diamond Mine, 15
Geometry Bingo, 71
Hop the Rocks to the Monster's Pond, 17
L and M Game, 53
Lady Bug, 19
i1ake a Mi Zli.on, 83

Math Families, 65
On and Off, 75
Play in the Hay, 37
Poison, 85
Polygon Spin, 21
Road Race, 23
Sign Game, 25
Soundo, 27
Spineroo,'87

Level 2
Addition Concentration, 5
Big Egg Game, 13
Chegkers, 33
Compound Bingo, 35
Equivalent Rummy, 63
find the Diamond Wnc, 15
(;eometry Bingo, 71
Hop the Rocks to the Monster's Pond, 17
L and M Game, 53
Lady Bug, 19
Make a Million, 83
Math Families, 65
On and Off, 75
Play in the Hay, 37
Poison, 85
Polygon Spin, 21
,road Race, 23

Sign Game, 25
:;ouVio, 27

0Aaroo, 87
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Level 3
I: oh: , 59

b j EJ; , 13
t:;/?ck.,:r;;;, 33
copip0/4;id 2c 35

nt , 63
15

3'r! t 1.7 , 71

th,. P

p4333 tC;?, 51
,2nd :Cr;t7; , 53

Lad,, L4;, 19
r..'cz:;: !!"11 83
ath Yam 65
Z'aco, 73: n: 67
a;:j. 75

17

, 85

, 23
27

21

:;,.- 77
, 79

, 55

Level 4
1. , 33 417

7- , , 35
,61

, , 63
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49
51

IP , 65
73

67
.4..Nr, ?1

YiJ , 23
;L 1,1, 77
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55

, 29
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Level 5
Ch,:c::,rc, 33

'r;/pt), 61

!,ich, 41

Yraction Falli, 49
Hopcotch, 51
mtat2:facto, 73

Nimble Number, 67
Polygon Spin, 21

Poad Race, 23
Three Cuizinta, 77
7ic Tac Toe Variation, 79
Track Race, 55
Travel, 29
Word Concentration, 43

Level 6
Checkers, 33
Cryo, 61
2,.ch, 41

Fraction :?ally, 49

hopscotch, 51
::zatifacto, 73

.77:mble Ziumbero, 67

Polyzon 21

:cad 'ace, 23
Thme Aii;;Va, 77
.("2 7,1":arf.ati(3n, 79

Yvack 55

L, 29
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